This issue includes an Assessment Theme Collection containing five papers on QL-educational assessment. This collection comes to us largely thanks to Associate Editor Donna Sundre who solicited the articles and managed them through the rigorous process of peer-review and revision. Two more papers are in the final stages of completion, and we look forward to including them in the July issue of Numeracy.
Educational assessment has been an enduring theme in Numeracy. The editorial "Scope of Numeracy after Five Years" (v. 6, issue 1, Jan 2013) identified educational assessment as one of five subject areas that clearly emerged as themes in the first ten issues of the journal. Overall, there were 85 papers (editorials, articles, perspectives, book reviews, and columns) in those issues, and 13 (15.3%) of them were identified in the editorial as educational-assessment papers. The other popular subjects were QL and writing (12 papers), the QL construct (20), focused QL courses and curricula (12), and QL across the curriculum (12).
Since then we have published three more educational-assessment papers amongst the 37 papers of 2013 and 2014, and with this issue we are publishing six more (counting this editorial) amongst 14 papers. Thus with this 15 th issue, Numeracy has published 136 papers, and 22 (16.2%) of them are on educational assessment. They are listed in the appendix.
At the end of 2014, the count of downloads for Numeracy papers was 87,681. Of these, 13,794 (15.7%) were for the 16 educational-assessment articles. 
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